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A BHIEF ACCOT...,..,. OF

"Freedom of Choice"
-Freedom of Choice." The words
have an attractive ring. Let life
be one great shopping mall, and
everybody have a nonexplnng
credit card good for everything, including premiums on insurance to
settle the whole account after we
are gone. Wouldn't that be - we
think the word is - groovy? Freedom of choice. however, in department stores, cafeterias, and such,
is conditioned by one hard fact e \'erything has a price, and somehow the bill must be paid.
~or

is it just in the commercial
world that "freedom of choice" runs
into i r red 11 c i b I e complications.

What could be more ideal than
that a young man should ha,·e
freedom of choice as to the girl he
will marry? Unless, as sometimes
happens, he chooses to marry a girl
who does not choose to m1rrv him.
Who then has freedom of choice'
Without arguing inequali.ty of the
sexes, we think the girl's freedom
in that case should have priority
over the boy's. Sbe should not be
forced to marry him just because
that is what he wants. And indeed, as a general principle of justice, it seems that freedom to reject
an association should have priority
over freedom to compel an association.

Of late, "freedom of choice" has
heen most frequently used in con-

nection with the federal program
2

of race-mixing in the public schools.
As an alternative to Dusing" and
other devices to achieve "racial balance: it is urged that every child,
or parent, be given "freedom of
choice" as to school. Sounds fair.
\\That it means in practice. however, is that blacks would have
freedom of choice to attend formerly white schools. Whites would not
have freedom of choice to keep
the schools white.
Such "freedom of choice" is
exactly what the Warren Court
ordered in the Brown decision of
~f ay 17, 1954 - a decision beyond
the Constitutional power of the
court to make since education is
not properly a federal function.
~Ien who have staked their political careers on opposing "Black
~Ionday should not now, by endorsing a false "freedom of chOice:
concede federal control.
The Nixon Administration, which
has done more race-mixing in
schools than everybody else from
Earl Warren to LB J put together,
seems to specialize in talking one
way and acting another. What
would prevent it from labeling
forced integration "freedom of
choice"? It would be HobsoD's
choice, but such a verbal trick
might forestall independent political opposition in 1972 and unhappily forever after.
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT
OF NEGRO HISTORY
ROBERT E. KUTTNER, PH.D.
Foreword By
HENRY

E. G.uuu:rr, PH.D.

Following is a succinct but comprehensive account of
e g r0
history.
It deals, first, with the African
ancestors of the American Negro,
usually called Bantu.
Since time began, African blacks
have made little progress: There is
no record of their ever having created a technical civilization; they
devised no written languages (only
spoken dialects); and until the
coming of the white maD, SO elementary a thing as a wheel was

DR. KUTTNER
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unknown to them. Until then, they
had no system of measurement;
their agriculture was primitive;
they domesticated no animals;
they built no bridges or terraces;
and their system of cartage was as it remains - the human head.
In their place of origin, south of the
Sahara, their life was primitive in
the extreme.

In the United States, and in like
manner, the descendants of the
Bantu, the black Afro-Americans,
have accomplished little. What
achievements they can rightly
claim, in the main, must be credited to hybrids, Negroes with considerable white ancestry.

Of necessity, then, the serious
historian finds he cannot, in writing
of this race, list significant Negro
cultural, SCientific, or social advancements. There aren't any. Instead, he must confine himself to
puncturing the myths and fiction
that have filled the void of the
Negro's essentially negative record.
That is the egro's history.
The author of this treatise, Dr.
Robert E. Kuttner, is well equipped
to write this book. He holds a doctor's degree in zoology and has
published in this area. His original
interest, that of genetics, led to
THE CITIZEN

Three participanh in the cereMOny of u Durba," ( ritual of allegiance ) held to honor
the Tisit in NOYember t 96 t of Queen Eliubeth II and the Duke of Edinlturgh to the
Ashanti region of Gha"., West Afric.~ On the fe ft i....... giei." of the court of an
luha"ti chieftain. Center and right are additional digftituia of the retinue. "The
Kingdom of Ashanti,'· up the Encyclopedia Britanniu, "wu one of the last and greatest
of the Aun states . . . . . Formerly the sacrifices INd. on i ....port.nt occ.uions were
co"""onl, hum.", uluaUy . Ines." It i. believed that this prOllCtice h.d been discontinued by 1961.

work in racial differences. This
work, in turn, resulted in a paper
(sponsored by
obel Laureate
William Shockley) on the relative
position of the American Indian.
Dr. Kuttner gave this paper before
the ational Academy of Sciences.
Dr. Kuttner edited the important
volume, Race and Modem Science,
ew
Social Science Press, 1967,
York City.
This issue of The Citizen is commended to readers whose knowl-

edge of race differences has been
confused by name calling and selfserving emotionalism. Until Ameriegro is
can policy toward the
based on fact (not myth and fiction) there will be no lasting solution of the race problem. It is to
be hoped that this work - being
fact and not fiction - will contribute to that end.

Henry E. GarreN,
Professor Emeritus, Psychology
Columbi!1 University

A Brief Account Of Negro History
Introduction
Even the most casual reader of
newspapers, magazines, and books
must be dismayed by the evergrowing nood of material on 'egro history. It almost seems as if
MARCH 1070

some long-buried tomb had been
opened to reveal for the first time
the glittering epic of a great race
that enriched all mankind by its
genius and enterprise. But the
source of this nood has no basis

•

in fresh archeological discoveries.
No precious scrolls have been
found; no crumbling library exca-

vated; no pyramid forced to yield
its secrets. All that is new is the
desire to rewrite Negro history.
with a wanton disregard for truth.
The r\egro American is reaching
for a larger share of economic and
political power. Appreciating that
Black Power must rest on Black
Pride. an "instant" history has
been concocted to build
egro
self-esteem. With the eager help of
numerOliS politicians, journalists,
and academicians, and with more
than adequate subsidies fr 0 m
private donors and foundations. a
fictional history has been created
out of a factual vacuum. The le_
gro masses have been told they
have a record equal or superior to
the white man's in the shaping of
destiny. They have been led to expect equal or superior roles in the
shaping of our common future.
The educated public is familiar
with falsified history. A short decade ago Bolshevik propagandists
announced that Russian socialist
science pioneered the technological miracles of the Twentieth Century. Only a generation ago Nazi
philosophers promoted the idea
that blond Aryans laid the foundation stones of Greek and Roman
classical civilization. These eupboric myths may have inspired duped individuals to entertain feelings
of racial or ideological superiority,
but the scholarly world stood
aloof from this abuse of history.
HistoriaDs rejected these artificial
ethnic heritages. Truth was Dot to
be perverted to glorify political
dogmas. But now a strange and
awkward silence greets Negro his-

•

toricaJ revisionism. Few cries of

and varied environment, some 270

protest are directed at this polluted Black racist propaganda.
There are far more reasons for
rebuking Black Historians than
the old German ordicists or the
Stalinist Slavophiles. At least these
older doctrines contained a kernel
of truth. The world does owe
much to blond Homeric heroes,
and the legacy of the Slavic people
is not deficient in science, music,
and literature. The charge against
these older racisms is exaggeration, a careless and one-sided inflation of facts. But Black History
brings a totally different affront
before the bar of public opinion.
It is not a case of innation but of
outright invention. Black History
lacks a nucleus of significant fact;
there is nothing to inflate. All its
g rea t moments are synthetic
eveDts, either completely unreal or
manufactured out of trivial exploits and ethnic gossip.
A fairy tale emperor once paraded before his people in cellophane robes. ' 0 one laughed because be told them only honest
souls could see his clothes. Then
the voice of a child opened the
eyes of the people. The same rude
exposure awaits Negro History.

million people are preseDtly distributed, \vith about one-third of
this number descended from Hamites and Semites, who are not part
of the Negro race. The earl}' history of Africa is concerned only
\vith these peoples. Though the
Negro also lived in Africa, be
never stepped on the stage of history. The story of Africa remains
the story of the white man.
Fossil bones of man-like creatures have been discovered in East
Africa which are believed to be
one million years old. This has
been used to support the claim
that mankind as typified by the
:\'egro first originated in Africa
and that this coDtinent was also
the home of the first civilization
(2, p. 5). Much depends on definitions. ln this case, the fossils are
of creatures about four feet tall,
and could not be ' egro or even
human. or did Africa lead the
world during prehistory. The
stone industries of Africa lagged
behind other regions. Where progressive technologies are found, as
in North Africa, they show obvious
affinities to developments in Spain
and Europe (3). There is nothing
in 'egro Mrica corresponding to

Prehistoric Mrica
Africa is the second largest continent and contains about onequarter of the world's land surface. The topography raDges from
arid desert to wet tropical forest.
Huge tracts are considered
ideal for human habitation. The
notorious fever belt was not so extensive in primitive times, until
large-scale agriculture was introduced by Malayo-Polynesians (1).
Within tbe confines of this vast
THE CITIZEN

the sophisticated art work of the
caves of paleolithic France.
The invasion of the white man
was evidenced by the highly refined tool kits found in I orth and
East Africa. The entire Mediterranean and Red Sea coastline
shows a continuous record of C3Ucasian occupation. At the dawn of
history. ancient geographers mention Libyan Hamitic tribes hunting "Ethiopians" from chariots
(Herodotus; The Histories, Book
IV). These troglodytes lived in
holes and spoke a language like
the screeching of bats. These may
have been Bushmen. who are
smaller than Negroes and speak a
language with clicking sou Dds. A
few thousand still survive in the
extreme south of Afrjca.
Herodotus described two kinds
of Ethiopians. The East Ethiopians, living south of Egypt, had
straight hair; those that lived
south of Libya- had crisp and curly
hair (Book VII). Only the woollyhaired variety wore animal skins.
At the time of this writer (circa
450 B.C.), the territory below
Egypt, then called Nubia and
Kush. and now the Sudan, was
still populated by a distinctly oonNegro race. Modem Ethiopia con-

A NOTE ON DOCUMENTATION
The first Arabic number in each pair of parentheses refers to the
correspondingly nllmbered items in the list of "References" on Pages
28-29. Other numbers, Arabic and Roman, are self-explanatory. Listing a work in the references does not, of course, constilute endorsement. On Ihe contrary, some works are listed as examples of the
numerOlls Irauesties 011 scholarship which now mislead the unsophisticated regarding Negro history. The text makes clear which items
Dr. Kllt/ner considers lrusllcorlhy.
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Blacks to form the contemporary
Bantu people. Depending on the

sent into

amount of Hamitic or

human specimens for the enter-

ilo-Hami-

tic blood, these egroid peoples
differ from the equatorial West
African by less depressed. nasal
bridges and by less prognathic
jaws.

The civilization of the egro at
this time correlated exactly with
the nearest Caucasian culture.
High up the 'ile river, the Negro
bore the imprint of Egypt; in
Ethiopia) Hamitic and Semitic inEthiop;"" E",peror.

Haile Sel.auie

tinues to show a strong Caucasian

strain in the upper classes of the
ruling tribes.
The equatorial or forest egro
may have evolved in West Africa.
Migration to the east and south
probably began when the Sahara
became too desiccated to provide
game. The Hom of Africa was already held by Hamites who crossed from Arabia around 7000 B.C.
At this racial frontier east of the
ile, mixed population formed
that may have been ancestral to
the tall and thin ilotic (Sudanic)
Negro. Libyan (Berber) Hamites
prevented pentration to the north,
so the ! egro tide was deflected
south into Busb territory. The
semi-dwarf Bush people retreated
from

egro pressure and were

ultimately forced into the inaccessible wastes of South Africa.
This final pbase of egro expansion began and was completed
in the last thousand years. Tbe
contact zone between the Negro
and Bush races was filled with bybrid tribes called Hottentots, who
were slowly assimilated by the

•

fluences permeated egro tribes;
in West Africa, Libyan Berbers
imposed the folkways of Islam on
the backward natives. In no area
were Caucasians in debt to egro
contributions.

In instances when

Hamites were engulfed by large
'egrQ tribes, the mixed products
were considered inferior by the
purer Hamites and often subjugated.

Even in these cases, the

Hamitic language usuaUy replaced
the native tongue.
The Empire of Egypt
•
The slow climb to civilization
commenced in Egypt. Sumeria
may have been older but did not
endure as an empire. egro participation at any level in Egyptian
civilization, if it could be proved,
would add tremendously to racial
prestige. A popular text therefore

claims that pure Caucasians were
not the founders of the Nile kingdom (2, p. 6-10). In fact, it states
that such whites as resided in
Egypt were actually slaves from
Ethiopia who were sent as gifts to
the Pharaohs! This is diametrically
opposite to everything known
about Egyptian history.
Egyptian control was not secure
in Nubia until about 2000 B.C.
THE CITIZEN

Before this time, expeditions were

egro territory to obtain

tainment of the Pbaraoh or out of
scientific

curiosity.

Documents

still exist verifying this point. Ship
captains are instructed not to let
natives faU into the Nile until the
royal court bas bad the opportunity to examine the creatures. A

pygmy was worth more to one
Pharaoh than an entire treasure
fleet (4).
Practical economic motives soon

replaced this curiosity with a busy
traffic in slaves and mercenaries.

For fifteen centuries, the Egyptian
overlords drew bea vily on the
mixed
'ilo-Hamitic peoples of
Nubia for the labor needs of their
empire. Tbese slaves did not civilize Egypt. What made Egypt
unique was old before they arrived. Culture £lowed in the other
direction. 10 the ubian cities of
Napata and Meroe, poor copies of
Egyptian architecture, writing,
handicrafts, and religion were attempted, probably stimulated by
the needs of Egyptian colonists,
ubian converts, and abandoned
military garrisons.
The racial amalgam in
ubia
was able to shake free from Egyptian authority after seoile decay
and foreign wars sapped the
strength of the empire. The former
colony became the Kusbite kingdom, and exactly 500 years after
the last important Egyptian Pharaoh had died (Ramses n, circa
1225 B.C.), an "Ethiopian" prince
lodged himself on the royal throne.
How this ubian of questionable
Xegro ancestry could be counted
as a founder of Egyptian civilization evades all rational explanaMARCH 15170

tion. Tbe "Ethiopian" dynasty assumed power 3000 years after
Egyptian bistory began I Herodotus adds the stinging commentary
that they seized the throne from a
blind Pharaoh ( Book II ). The
iron weapons of Assyrian armies

soon ended this reign.
Some writers make much of the
fact that Africa contained great
kingdoms wbi1e many white men
were still painted savages (5).
The intended comparison is between Egypt and the Celts of England. It is implied that the "African" kingdom was a 'egro civilization, while the ancestors of modem Englishmen are stated to be
at the level of Australian aborigines until the Roman Conquest.
Such artfully vague comparisons
might easily deceive uninformed
readers. The first part we already
know is false. Caesar himself refutes the second half. He described his Celtic enemies in England,
as did other Roman writers, as

fighting from bronze chariots, using metal weapons, minting coins,
vessels)
constructing
sea-going
buiJding astronomic observatories,
living in cities, and having a more

advanced religion t han pagan
Rome (6). This type of odious
propaganda leaves the reader with
a vivid picture of primitive whites
hunting kangaroo packs \vith
boomerangs while
egroes are
building pyramids! The Romans
were better informed on these

matters than some of our textbook
writers.

Other kingdoms existed in Africa besides Egypt. These were inhabited and often ruled by 'egroes but the germinal influence
remained unmistakably Caucasian.

•

It is fashionable to refer to these
sub-Sahara kingdoms as mighty
Negro empires in current treat-

clear that Arab power could not
be further expanded into Spain,
the Almoravid pashas turned

ments of the subject (e.g. 7). The
unpalatable truth is th~t not one
step to sovereign statehood was

south in

made until Caucasian e lites infil-

Moorish army journeyed for two
months across the hot Sahara sand
to topple the Ghanese kingdom in
1070 A.D.
Embarrassed by this defeat, Negro writers point Ollt that these
fierce Moors fought the chivalry
of Christendom to a standstill in
Spain. What is forgotten is that

trated the West African savanna.
For

endless

centures,

primitive

egroes lived and died on the
fringes of the Sahara in apathetic
innocence, when they were finally

prodded awake by Berber intrud·
ers.

Warfare in the dis integrating
African provinces of Rome scattered Jewish and Libyan refugees
throughout the Sahara. A group of
Berber pastoralists turned up in
the Senegal basin where they established a dynasty among },Iande
Negroes that lasted for 44 kings
(8, p. 18). Expelled in the 8th
century, they ned westward to
Tekrur and again became dominant over native peoples. Traces
of Hebrew customs carried along
by these roving Berbers long survived the assimilation of the original carriers.
The first
legro kingdom in
West Africa, bravely called the
Empire of Ghana, preserved this
record of white Libyan kings as
its earliest political memory. Only
contemporary Afro-American historians have forgotte n who consolidated the Senegal villages into
a political organism. The Senegal
itself owes its name to the Berber
Senga tribe.
Ghana did not outlive by much
the departure of their mulatto
dynasts. Arab-~Ioslem conquests
covered the northern coasts of
Africa with a chain of belligerent
Moorish emirates. When it became

search of easier prey.

After some skirmishes for the possession of Ghanese salt deposits, a

these Moors preferred to cross one-

thousand miles of inhospitable
desert rather than ten miles of
water in their pursuit of military

glory. Spain was never heralded

government, perhaps because of

as a great empire at this time; it

its unimportance or lack of revenue. the garrison intennarried

was a collection of petty kingdoms
with Leon, Aragon, and Castile
predominating. On the other hand,
Ghana is pictured as the center of
great imperial strength, with massed armies of hundreds-oI-thousands of trained warriors at the
beck-and-call of a 'egro emperor.
It was not this fabulous army, but
the difficulty of transporting loot
across the Sahara, that led to the
Moorish withdrawal.
A new

egro-Moslem conSOr-

tium started the Mali empire out
of the debris of Ghana. By now,
Negro "civilization" had picked up
a thick veneer of Moslem culture,
and Arab writers note the pilgrimages of pious Mali kings to religious shrines. Mali was doomed to
be engulfed by a new entity called
the Songhay empire. A Berber
clan originating in the Lake Chad
area provided the leadership for
this coup. They became known as
the Dia rulers. Other Berbers from
the same region set up the MossiDagomba kingdom to the south.
During this era, several Berber
caravan encampments grew into

genuine cities, the best known being Timbuktu at the north bend
of the

'iger river. Always a vital

station for trans-Sahara trade, it acquired considerable strategic and
economic value, and thus attract-

ed foreign invaders. Shortly before 1600 A.D., a band of Chris-

Young Gh.an.ai.a n with y oung sh.a rk, on
Lab.ad i Be.ach, ne.ar Accr~ .
THE CITIZEN

with the local population and continued to rule as autonomous vice-

roys until driven out by the surprised French some three centuries later.

These kingdoms have received
generous praise from many writers

as important examples of Negro
civilization. Historians have yet to
unearth one original contribution
to world culture from the vastness

of West Africa. These pitiful
blooms were weak reflections of
far distant Moorish grandeur. The
sub-Sahara peoples added nothing
to what they borrowed. The main
civilization to the north was not

enriched except by a traffic in
slaves. The residue of almost one
thousand years of contact with
Islam are some Arabic customs

and a vestige of Koranic leaming.
To leave so little behind is objective evidence that these kingdoms
were totally devoid of any selfsustaining organic vitality.

Greece perished after the death
of Alexander, and Rome sank under the weight of Gothic barbarians, but the heritage of these defunct civili7.ations could not be destroyed. It constitutes the bulk of
European history as it is taught today. The ahsence of an equivalent
African heritage is proof enough
that the medieval kingdoms in
Africa were purely derivative in

tian re negades in Moroccan serv·

culture.

ice occupied the city and its tributary centers and destroyed the
Songhay empire. Timbllktu be-

were in a state of suspended ani-

West

African

Negroes

came a "lost city" to its masters.

mation before being discovered by
Berbers, and returned to this condition when the Berbers left.

Forgotten by the remote Moorish

(Continued on Nert Page)
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Ethiopia and East Africa
East Africa has both a written
history and a long oral tradition.
When the pieces are stitched together, the Negro is almost completely excluded from mention.
We l"ow the egro was present
because pockets of cultivators can
still be found scattered throughout
the region. History flowed over
and around them as the ocean
tides over sand. Their hlood mixed
into the Hamitic stock which still
can be sorted out by the propnrtion of egro genes, the earliest
Hamites having the most pronounced Negro cast to their features.
The Calla nomads were the last
Hamites to cross the Red Sea into
Northeastern Africa .in the preliterate period. Negriticized Hamites were pushed out toward the
Nile. About 700 B.C., a new people
were attracted to the Ethiopian
highlands, which provided a climate more suitable to Caucasians.
This Semitic wave conquered or
drove out the Cana Hamites and
establisbed the Axumite kingdom.
The aristocracy accepted Christianity in the 3rd century A.D. and
this faith was preserved against
many Moslem thrusts in later
years. The Axumites invaded the
(ubian)
degenerate Kushite
capital of Meroe in 350 A.D. and
sent refugees streaming westward
into pagan 'egro territory. These
Kusbite peoples may have carried
with them iron-working skills
which began to appear in parts of
Negro Africa at this time. Knowledge of writing was forgotten at
Meroe before the Axumite foray
and this may be why no written
language was transmitted to the
12

Central Sahara and sub-Sahara
kingdoms. The names of the last
kings at Meroe could not be inscribed on their tombs because of
the Dark Age that settled on the
land after Egyptian influence was
withdrawn.
The Semitic Ambara tribe in
Ethiopia faced no serious challenge
until Arabia spawned new hordes
of restless nomads. Although the
Amharic people originated in Arab
Yemen, they felt no kinship toward Moslem Arabs and Persians
living in the coastal cities. These
trading centers were engulfed in
the 10th century invasion of fanatic Hamite-spealing Somali clans
who soon dominated the Hom of
Africa. The Somali Sheikhs fought
fierce religious wars with the
Christian Ethiopians. They also
drove the Calla Hamites back into
Ethiopia. Somali history has been
adequately reconstructed and like
that of Ethiopia, is without perceptible Negro contributions (9).
The pre-Hamitic Blacks, called
Zengi by Arab writers, were largely
eliminated by the Somali. Some
hunting and fishing peoples in
southern Somalia bear traces of
Bushman physical traits. Other
Bantu groups practice agriculture
in small settlements along the
Juba river. They have accepted
Islam and are tolerated by the
Somali pastoralists much as they
were tolerated by the formerly
dominant Calla nomads. The infusion of l\egro blood into some
Somali clans has led to schisms
along racial lines. In Ethiopia, the
less tolerant Christian Amhara
usually enslaved the visibly Negroid tribes.
THE CITIZEN

Further down the coast of East
Africa, ruined and rebuilt Arab
cities are found in considerable
numbers. None of these ancient
pnrts reveal any evidence of Negro
initiative. Arab, Persian, Hindu,
and Chinese merchants conducted
their business \vith scant regard
to the Zengi slaves doing the brute
labor in the fields and on the
docks. It was very late in the history of these Arab enclaves that
the ruling Sheikhs picked up Negro blood from the harems of
their forebearers.
The Arab handprint is patent in
all the pnrts on the Indian Ocean
(10). Yet because these were
"African" cities. the notion persists that great legro trading empires were headquartered at these
places. It is conceded th.t Ne-

Zimb~bwe-type

groes bave built large canoes but
no records of ocean-going craft
have been found.
egro fleets
never existed and the egro never
sailed anywhere. The ships came
&om the other direction, seeking
slaves, ivory, ostrich feathers,
ebony, and animal hides. The native African showed no ability to
cross oceans, much less locate and
exploit markets. Even the pnpulating of nearby Madagascar was
left to far distant ~ I alayo-Polyne
sians from Asia because the Negro
could not navigate 200 miles of
water. No Negro Carthage Or
Phoenicia existed in East Africa.
Zimbabwe and Rhodesian Gold
Two hundred miles inland from
the Mozambique coast are the
most famous ruins in fegro Africa.
The Zimbabwe ruins are famous

elliptical w~lI. known ..s the N~I~t~1e R"in

.. bo"t 8S
'I
frollt
nod' es
wor rne~ning

."'~w~yo.
Rhodesi~.
The "Grut Zirn"Bwe" ("Zimbabwe" . '
B t
h
U ) . 17
.
.
IS ..
~n"
e o"ses
.s
"lIln from Fort Victori~ • .. !so in Rhodesi ..,

"sto"
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because they are of stone. They
have long been considered the
answer to critics who held that the
Negro could never build anything
more complicated than a straw
hut. It cannot be denied that Zimbabwe is far from the tracks of
white men. On the other hand,
Zimbahwe is hardly proof that the
Negro can build an enduring urban civilization if left to himself.
The strongest evidence for Zimbabwe's being the product of native
genius is the inferior design and

workmanship. Compared to the
cyclopean [nca forts and Maya
temples, it is a pathetic travesty
of the mason's art. The walls are
of small stones placed without
mechaoical equipment and no
measuring devices were used in

the construction (11). No stretch
of the imagination can make it
one of the wonders of the ancient

world. In fact, it is not at all ancient.

Radioactive carbon dating of
Zimbabwe timber beams i.ndicate

that the wood is no older than 600
or 700 A.D. The first phase of the
construction was carried out before
Bantu Negroes entered the region.
The earliest occupants must have
been Bushmen. The need to fortify the settlement developed in response to aggressive Bantu incursions. The few clues to the original

architects have been sifted carefully and point to foreign traders
who were motivated by a desire to
protect the caravan routes to the

Rhodesian gold pits (12). The
stone tower is a poor imitation of
),'losJem minarets in Arab cities

and is a late addition, only a few
centuries old.

..

Portuguese sea captains

aD\..

cartographers were acquainted
with the existence of Zimbabwe.
In their fanciful accounts, it was

believed that the village was the
capitol of the ~Ionomotapa "en.pire." This empire was already in
a state of decay before white men
learned of it, so that the standard
accusation that Europeans destroyed great Negro civilizations
cannot be sustained in this case.
Much about Zimbabwe is still a
mystery, but it is clear that it cannot represent a mighty empire or
a lost Civilization, as some romantic writers contend.

The Effect of Slavery on Africa
The previous sections have un-

covered no signs of significant cultural activity in Negro Africa.
When left to himself, the :\"egro
was satisfied to continue in his
primitive way without seeking to
alter his environment or improve

his condition of life. Current apologists for egro history have little
raw material out of which to create proud civilizations in Dative

Africa. The task of converting
Hamitic, Semitic, and Moslem cultures into tegro creations is an
unpromising venture; too much

genuine history has to be discarded which is already ensconced in
libraries and museums. The only
other course is to blame the absence of

~ egro

civilizations on the

bad effects of slavery.
Slavery was not unique to Africa. Other areas were similarly ex-

ploited but did not become permanently blighted. Vikings, Huns,
Mongols, Saracens, Turks and
countless other varieties of brigands stormed through Europe
regularly in search of booty and
THE CITIZEN

Scene in mode rn Cotonou, one of the two .:apinls of Dahomey. One of the synthetic
me mbers of the UN, Dahomey is on tile notorious Sine Coast of West Africa. where
Negro kings sold fe llow blac ks as sinn to Europeans for h'ansport to Ame rica .

slaves for a dozen centuries with-

out extinguishing the cultural vitality of the Caucasian population.
The depopulation of Africa by
slave traders did not approach the
effects of the bubonic plague, called the Black Death, which \viped
out one-third of Europe's people.
It seems that Europe was destined
to triumph over adversity and that
Africa was fated to decline. Some
weakness in Negro society may

between the Cameroons and Senegal. This was the most densely inhabited part of Africa and the
average loss of population was
probably less than one per cent
each year (8, p. 85). Though the
preference was for young and vigorous stock, such losses would Dot

have crippled a healthy SOCiety. In
the 16th century, less than one
million slaves were taken. By this

called "Mamelukes," which implied
they were dangerous and unruly.
It is estimated that over a 300year period, up to 24 million
people were removed from Africa
by slavers, with two-thirds this

time, the last vestiges of the subSabara kingdoms were gone. No
great "empire" existed for the
slavers to destroy. The removal of
another three million people in
the 17th century would not have
been fatal if the seeds of any p0tential civilization were already
planted. But the region was lacking any evidence of strivings toward civilization. The local chiefs
were interested only in profiting
from the demand for human merchandise. The Negro kings sold
their slaves at inflated prices and

number coming from the region

(Continued on Page 18)

have made it particularly vulnerable to destruction, and SOme hidden strength in the European may
have resisted demoralization. Arab
slavers could detect such character qualities. They found the Negro
easy to exploit and subdue. But
European and Asiatic slaves were
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This gentle person's inspiring leadership resulted in the erection
of what has come to be more than 20 Shriners Hospitals for Crippled
Children.

• * * *

He.dqu.,ters, Citiuns Counc ils of Ame, iu .nd Council School
Found.tion. JKkson. Mississippi.

WHERE THERE'S A WILL
Sometimes, when the moon begins to wane and a man sits alone,
he is inclined to ponder the past, to wonder what he has done with
the life God gave him. He tries to justify his existence, strike a
balance.
It is natural that he should, since, in the rising time, a person

does not overly concern himself about the hereafter - and that is
natural, too. But eventually the question forms: "What worthwhile
things have I done with what has heen given me? What report will
I give; what have I done with my talents?"
Generally, the answer comes slowly, uncertainly: "I have raised
the kids and pave loved them. I have provided a home for them and
for the wife and, when asked, I have given a bit, here and there. I
have met my obligations."
Such an answer will do as a public response but it is rarely a
satisfactory inner reply for. in the main, most of what we do in the
way of ennobling acts, as Christians, we know we should do.
That is why, when a man reaches the mull-ing age and comes
honest, he is apt to conclude a gap exists - a goodness gap, it might
be called - between the things he has done, his obligations, and what
he might do, the point beyond, the Christ-like act of giving.

* * * *

There are those who remember the selfless years this selfless,
great man gave to his effort, trudging in his own shadow from friend
to friend, afire with the need for money. There were tWIsted young
bones to be straightened, the bones of those who had been forgot.
Re-write YOUT will, was his simple message.
As the years and his friends passed, the worth of his efforts
became apparent. When wills were read there seemed always to be
a generous, God-felt rememhrance for the hospitals. And the
Shriners' hospitals flourished. They flourish today. And John McGilvray and friends had their answer; they had struck their halance.

* * there
* *are thousands of children in
Throughout the South, now,
need; White children whose government is denying them the education they must have - 'Vhite children whose bones, in a sense, are
being twisted.
And throughout the South there are those who are struggling
valiantly to meet the scholastic needs of these young, mostly-poor
students.
These children need your help now, today, and they will need it
tomorrow. If they are to maiotain their racial integrity, if they are
to be educated to the standards they merit, you - or someone must remember them : Re-write your wi.Jl.
Remember in your ,vill The
Citizens Councils of America.
They above all are fighting this
fight for our children. Do so
and the Councils will protect
your children's children when
you can no longer do so.
Re-write YOUT will; strike
your halance.
JOHN J. SYNO
Kilmarnock,
Virginia

Some 50 years ago, a gentleman - long gone, now - thought
along these lines. As John McGilvray's own shadow lengthened, he
thought he should do something beyond his ohligations - and he did.

,.
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(Continued frum Page 15)

forced independent traders to pay
exorbitant taxes (B, p. 80).
Slavery did discourage Negro
enterprise. Since European goods
were of superior quality, native
arts and skills atrophied from the
competition. It was easier to sell
a slave for an iron pot than to
make one. Agricultme also suffered since slave wars provided meat
for cannibals. Slavery did offer
new opportunities and some tribes
became highly specialized raiders.
They fought bitter wars to obtain
seaports so they could deal directly with European agents. The
Guinea kingdoms of Dahomey,
Ashanti, and Benin were largely
fonned as an economic response to
slavery (B, p. 86) . The Oyo empire of the Yoruba even sold its
own citizens when it could no
longer obtain slaves from other
tribes (13).

The European found it easy to
take slaves out of Africa, but hard
to stop the traffic once the local

connivance of Negro kings. Ulti-

groes" although they are predominantly white (e.g. 15).
The grandmother of Dumas was
a Negress from Haiti. Whether
she was pure r\egro is not known.
At most, Dumas had one-quarter
:\'egro ancestry. Since his paternal
grandfather was a successful
French planter and his mother
came from good stock, it is evi-

mately,

on

dent that Dumas was not handi-

Arab Sheikhs was to prevail in

capped by inferior white genes.
The further d;Jlltion of the Hai-

chiefs appreciated its economic re-

wards. Arahs such as Osman Dinga in the Sudan and Tippo Tip in
Central Africa continued to operate commercial empires out of
reach of European armies, with the
European

pressure

even the remotest districts, and

the greed of

his neighbors, in which regard he
does not differ too much from
other races.
Aho-European Achievements

Europe absorbed some Negro
blood via Moorish and Saracen
veins and also through a limited
free

more opportunity to assimilate the
surrounding culhJre and to con-

converting
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the father of Push kin. So Pushkin
was also a quadroon \vith only
one-quarter Negro ancestry. Since

found other reasons for warring on

to end the traffic. The Royal Navy
was free to blockade West Africa
after the 'apoleonic War ended
(B, p. 103). In some years, as

landing marines and

favorite in the Russian Court. A
son by a Gennan woman became

lested the people of Africa.
Though the need for slaves has
ended, tranquility has not returned to Africa. The Negro has

ed in Europe and steps were taken

them into peaceful little colonies.

Pushkin's grandfather was an
Ethiopian slave purchased from
Turks and given to the Czar as a
novelty. He was educated in
France as a soldier and lived as a

egro sellers and

traffic in domestic slaves. Emancipation came earlier in Europe; so

many as 25 per cent of the crews

Dumas' son was also a talented
writer.

Caucasian buyers no longer mo-

Unfortunately for these militaristic kingdoms, most of which
later became rather small colonies,
the attitude toward slavery chang-

of the patrol fleets died of fever
(14). Over one thousand slave
ships were captured by the time
of the Civil War. Chasing elusive
slave ships could not end the
trade so long as African chiefs enjoyed huge profits. The stubborn
Guinea Slave Kingdoms were finally forced into bankruptcy by

tian blood had no ill effects since

Negroes

presumably

had

tribute to it. Texts prepared for
school children identify only two
"Negroes who enriched the aesthetic milieu of their periods. The
first of these was Alexander Dumas, whose many adventure nov-

els are f.,'orites of young readers
and Hollywood script writers (especially "The Three ~Iusketeers"
and "The Count of ~Ionte Cristo"). The other was Alexander
Pushl";n, a Russian poet and novelist who was killed in a duel in
1837. Both are listed as great "NeTHE C I TIZEN

G~ft'¥ i e . in D~homey is called " The Ven ice of Africa."

shown

Compue with the rell Venice,

~ bove.
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attempts were made to ransom the
grandfather, he probably. belonged to the Ethiopian aristocracy
and was therefore Semitk rather
than 'egro in biological background.
Afro-American Achievements
It would be in North America
that any latent Negro ability would
Rower for the delectation of the
historian. In the United States, over
ten per cent of the population is
of African origin, and out of so
large a group the infrequent manifestations of genius have a fair
chance to emerge. It is also in
l\orth America that a gullible 'egro public hungers for fables to fill
an empty past. No Negro of any
worth would escape the attention
of i'\egro revisionists, and if AfroAmerican achievements fall short
of significance, it is not because
l\:egro propagandists haven't tried.
Every attic bas been rummaged for
Black heroes and surely nothing
has been overlooked. The Negro
desperately craves historical credentials so that he can join the
majority culture as an equal partner. The white man should also be
a student of Negro history.
There is no better way to judge the
future contributions of a people
than by examining their p.c1.st contributions.

Negro history has been traced
back to the arrival of Columbus.
The notion is pushed with varying
degrees of boldness that Pedro
Alonzo Xino. one of the pilot-navigators in the Admiral's fleet, was a
i'\egro (16) . Other writers merely
suggest that some historians believe this to be true (2, p. 35; 17, p.
5). There would be little merit for
20

the Negro in this fact, even if it
were true. The glory belongs exclusively to Columbus, who campaigned 15 years to outfit the expedition that discovered the lew
" 'odd. The officers and crew were
inert cargo who didn't know where
they were going because Columbus
falsified the ship's log to avoid
alarming the sailors.

Pedro A Ion zo Nino hardly
covered himself with distinction.
As pilot of the Santa Maria, he
shares in the responsibility of
wrecking this ship on Christmas
Eve, 1492 (18). Along with other
officers, he left the deck with the
helmsman unsupervised, contrary
to Columbus' strict standing orders,
and the Rags hip ran onto a sand
bar in calm seas. But Il,is pilot has
an even stranger claim to fame.
He was the first man to engage
in large-scale slave trading in the
New World. Nino freighted three
ships with Indian captives and
brought them to Cadiz, where they
were reduced to slavery (19). Prior
to this act. Indians were bonded
only if they murdered a Spaniard;
they were taken to Spain as curiosities or to be converted. Nino's
commercial initiative is one of the
ironies of history, be<..'ause the flow
of slaves eventually went in the
other direction and involved the
brethren of his suspected race.

Crispus At/licks
The individual selected to represent the Negro at the birth of the
United States is Crispus Attucks,
a mulatto sailor who was one of
the victims of the Boston Massacre
of 1770. He has been called the
"First Patriot" to die for his country. More than one interpretation
THE CITIZEN

is possible. The Boston Massacre
stemmed from a lawless attack on
a British sentry guarding a custom
bouse. Soldiers defending royal
property were charged with "police
brutality" for firing on a mob.
Following a pattern that has become more common today. the seotries and not the disorderly citizens
were arrested and brought to trial.
Unlike today, however. there were
genuine patriots who believed in
law and order even if upheld by
unpopular English soldiers.
The attorney who defended the
soldiers was John Adams, who was
destined to become the second
president of the foundling Republic. He was _astute enough to distinguish legitimate protest from
mob violence, and won acquittal
for the soldiers but not for their
officers. After emotions cooled
down, the people of Massachusetts
were able to make the same distinctions and supported Adams for
high office. 10 this picture, Crispus
Attucks becomes the first urban terrorist to confuse criminal orgies
with civil rights. This may be the
reason wby the Massachusetts Historical Society in 1887 protested a
memorial to the victims of the
"massacre" (20). A good perspective 00' this event is now much
harder to find, and some cities plan
to celebrate Crispus Attucks Day
with patriotic fervor. Many bope
to see it rank as a new national
holiday (21).

The Revolutionary War
The real history of this period
was made in conference halls
where the binding documents that
formed this nation were framed and
signed. Though Washington initiMARCH ISHO

LIBERAL ADMISSION
it has become impossible
to hide from view any longer
the fact that school integration, although it has certainly
been 'an experiment noble in
purpose: has tragically failed
almost everywhere."
-Stewart Alsop in Newsweek,
II

•

•

Feb. 23, 1970

ally banned the recruiting of Negro
troops, those that were in the line
were permitted to stay. The English were cautious with runaway
slaves for fear of antagonizing Tory
sentiment. Few Negro units existed, and only one received special
mention, a Rhode Island regiment
of 125 men which sought to protect
the wounded person of their white
colonel. Other feats are less well
attested. The story of Peter Salem,
a Black man, shooting the Britisb
officer leading the charge on the
Boston Heights, is part of the Negro
Apocrypha and is unsupported by
evidence (20).

lefferson and Beniamin Banneker
The years following the War of
Independence threw into contrast
the newly won freedom of the
white population with the continuing slavery of the Negro. A number
of literate Negroes corresponded
with prominent whites OD this matter and their comments and sermODS have in some instances been
saved. Benjamin Banneker, a selftaugbt 'egro mathematician, addressed a letter to Jefferson, admonishing him for having reservations about the intellectual capabilities of the Negro race. Jefferson
21

never changed his mind on this is·
sue, but did secure Banneker a
position with the commission that
mapped out Washington, D. C.
An almanac prepared by Banneker
was sent to the French Academy
by Jefferson as testimony to the fact
that some "Ethiopians" were not
without civilized skills. Yet Jefferson undoubtedly knew that Banneker had an industrious English
grandmother and therefore could
not be evidence of what pure Kegroes could accomplish (2, p. 66).

The Civil War
The Negro remained a passive
object until the Civil War. Before
this conflict, a few plantation mutinies and Abolitionist petitions constituted the entire range of Negro
participation in the flow of history_
The raging slavery question moved
the 'egro into the focus of Ameri·
can history as dead leaves arc
carried by a whirlwind, and one
morning the plantation grapevine
brought news that Black folk were
free. This momentous change was
ushered in without consulting the
slaves, without preparing them, and
sometimes without even physically
liberating them. The Negro became free because it suited the
purposes of the strongest faction of
white men to set them free.
The Kegro is understandably disappointed that the most important
day in Afro-American history carne
to pass as a result of exclusively
white decisions. To salve a terrible
feeling of impotence, claims have
been advanced that Kegro troops
were the decisive factor in winning
the Civil War_ Texts for school
children emphasize the Negro contribution (e.g. 22), but serious
22

historians are content to assign the
final Union triumph to a larger population, a stronger economy. a successful blockade, and to a careless
Confederate mohilization.

Close to 200,000 Blacks were estimated to have served in the armed
forces of the Union. This number
could be reached only by drawing
on slaves in border states and ex·
slaves in liberated areas. The first
1\egro units were Dot organ.ized
unlill863, and not tested in serious
fighting until July of that year,
when the war reached its mid·
point. Serving under white officers, many Black regiments displayed adequate valor and received
adequate recognition. The same
few accounts of Negro courage appear in the various popular books
on the subject, and the contents
need not be reviewed here, but
nowhere is it shown tlMl the
"'egro soldier was crucial for final
victory. (2, ch_ 7; 17, ch. 5).
Nor are there attempts to revive
other eye~vitness accounts of officers from abolitionist Massachusetts
regiments shooting Negro troops to
halt stampedes to the rear (23).
Also neglected in these tediously
rehearsed chapters is the strange
distribution of ~1edal of Honor
winners, half of aU those being
awarded to J'l:egroes resulting from
a single action by a single division
on a single day a few months before the war ended. If egro courage was decisive, and
legro
performance uniformly good in all
units and engagements, 12 out of
a total of 20 medals would not have
gone to Kegro troops for one
charge ordered by a Negrophile
general, Ben Butlcr.
THE CITIZEN

Strong resentment was shown
against Black regiments when pay
scales were equalized. Since many
!\egro recruits were in labor de·
tachments or posted to safe garrisons, this seemed to reward the
great mass of ill-trained Black soldiers the same as frontline whites.
This was expressed in Congress in
mid-l864 (24).
"... They propose to put those
of them capable of rendering military service into the Army to
fight the battles of the country.
.. . vVhere in your armies have
you placed these men? Have you
placed them as a shield between
the enemy and your white
troops? . .. '0, sir: these Black
men have not been placed in
that position; they have been
placed behind fortifications and
out of reach of the guns of the
enemy. You make them equal to
white soldiers in pay, clothing,
rations, and position; you make
them superior in position to white
soldiers by saving them from
danger and wounds and death."

The Recollstructioll Era
Frederick Douglass was the solitary Negro who had any influence
on public thinking in America from
before the Civil War through the
Reconstruction period. A Iightskinned ex-slave, he embarked on
an Abolitionist career with the help
of sympathetic white liberals, including admiring English society
ladies then gripped with an enthusiasm for Anti-Slavery Leagues. An
outstanding orator, he earned a
reputation as an expert 00 the .xeb'ro problem and was consulted by
Lincoln and other notables, which
added further to his luster. He ultiMARCH 15170

NEW BLACK BAG
Roy Innis, national director of

the Congress of Racial Equality
(COREl, said in St. Louis last
month: "We are no longer in
the integ ration bag. We have
restructured our a p pro a c h.

White folks don't want integration . __ . and black folks don't
want it either." Innis said that

CORE planned to ignore the
" Eastern liberal press establishment" and integrationist
bu reaucrats in HEW.
-St_ Louis Post- Dispatch,
Feb. 19, 1970, p.5D.

mately acquired a civil service appointment, a white wife, and had
a tenn as minister to Haiti. The
failure of other :-<egroes to reach
similar heights is sometimes attributed to strong competition by
Douglass for the available limelight.
The Reconstruction era pushed
many legroes into political positions for which they had little taste
or talent. Their record is as re·
spectable as can be expected from
their backgrounds. They depended
heavily on white guidance in all
of1ices, and many of their mistakes
were due to the baleful influence
of radical white demagogues. Those
elected to national office were generally mulattoes possessing all the
social and genetic benefits such
status confers. (25).
The emancipation of the Xegro
provided many opportunities for
ambitious freedmen. There was no
competition with whites for top
posts in a multitude of exclusively
Negro social, political, religious,
23

charitable, and educational organizations. Black leaders matured
their talents in this less competitive
environment and often achieved a
degree of recognition they would
not have merited in the larger society. Negroes thus became conspicuous on the strength of accomplishments that were trivial and
routine in the white community.
Booker T. Washingtoll and
W. E. DuBois
Two Negroes escaped from the
footnotes of history by virtue of
their championship of conflicting
Negro ideologies. Washington advocated vocational training to make
Negroes self-supporting in a harmonious segregated society; DuBois
was a pioneer militant who was
determined to achieve rapid social
equality in an integrated society.
The former was fathered by an unJ.."nown white man in rural Virginia;

the latter was born with French
and Dutch ancestry in Massachusetts. They thus typified the prevailing sectional
philosophies.
Washington transformed Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama into a model
school; DuBois was one of the
founders of the NAACP. Both
\vould have gone unnoticed If
equipped with pure white skins.
The Afro-American in Science
arul Erploration
The bistorian works with facts
and does not adjudicate claims to
fame and glory. Notoriety is often
a substitute for fame, and even
fame itself depends beavily on the
press-agen!'s art. The quickest way
to catch the eye of the historian is
to claim to be "First" at something.
Sucb individuals are assured of a
place in textbooks. Negro propa24

gandists bave foisted some Negro
"firsts" onto the unsuspecting public and these ought to be scrutinized before they become <!mbedded in reference books.
Matthew Henson is hailed as the
"First Man" to reacb the North Pole
(e.g. 15). How he got there is less
inspiring. Henson was the Negro
servant and companion of Admiral
Peary who spent a generation exploring the polar regions. Henson
never planned nor executed any
arctic voyages. Positive proof of
his servant status is the fact that he
was the only member of Peary's last
expedition not under contract with
the Admiral as to publicity rights.
HensOn took advantage of this
oversight to write his own story of
that trip.
Henson was a dozen years
younger than Peary and was sent
ahead with the luggage to the point
where Peary's calculations showed
the Pole to be located. The Admiral arrived minutes later with the
Rag wbich was planted at the appropriate spot. If Henson did happen to stand, by some accident,
first on the North Pole, be got
there by carefully following directions from a white man. Peary had
an early interest in human breeding
experiments, and contemplated
combining the stamina of the Eskimo with ingredients from other
stocks to produce men who could
traverse the arctic regions (26).
Later explorers have encountered
an Eskimo mulatto (27).
The other Negro "explorers" in
American history were alsO' servants or slaves. The Black Moor,
Estevan, accompanied the de 1\arvaez expedition to Florida in 1528.
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Captured by Indians, Estevan and
three white companions were enslaved for six years. Their escape
was facilitated by Estevan's dark
complexion which convinced the
hostile Indians he was a medicine
man. He was sold to the Spanish
viceroy, wbo employed him as a
guide, and is believed to have been
first to penetrate 'ew Mexico. His
reports of gold cities spurred Coronado to retrace bis steps but neither
Estevan nor gold were ever found .
His witch doctor disguise apparently failed him.
Another Negro who made good
use of his dark skin was York, a
slave accompanying the Lewis and
Clark expedition to the Pacific
Northwest. The Indians were enchanted by the strange "Black
White fan" who could also dance
to the tune of a fiddle for their
merriment. Clark subsequently
freed York, and his life thereafter
became obscure, but some writers
picture him in later years living as
a great chief among Indians.
In the more prosaic fields of
science and medicine, egroes have
been given priority for some discoveries on very shaky grounds.
The examples in children's books
are usually the most flagrant (e.g.
15). Garrett Morgan has been
credited with the invention of the
gas mask. He designed a breathing
apparatus which be used to rescue
workmen in a collapsed tunnel in
1916. Equipment of this type
was in use elsewhere. Wben Morgan demonstrated his device, there
were already several million gas
masks in the trenches of Europe.
A egro doctor has been called
the "first" successful heart surgeon.
MARCH 15170

The Negro Communist W.E.I . Oulois
i nti~ted that Ate ...... de, H.milton hd
Negro blood. On. look at the photograph
of HaMitton above, or at the one on ..
ten-dollar bill, demonstrates the absurdity
of the ..negmon.

Dr. Daniel Williams sewed up a
stab wound in an artery a fraction
of an incb from the heart in 1893.
Though the patient lived, the feat
cannot be called a pioneer operation. The term, beart surgery, is
reserved for carefully planned corrective techniques outside of
rushed emergency repair work,
however daring it may be. Valve
surgery and "blue-baby" operations
belong to the former category. Dr.
Williams' surgical case is not part
of the history of this subject (28).
The introduction of blood plasma
is sometimes attributed to Dr.
Charles Drew, a legro scientist
and doctor wbo studied ways to
improve the preservation of blood
and plasma. He was instrumental
in organizing blood-banks in World
War ll. Despite the value of his
work, transfusion therapy with
wbole blood, blood plasma, and
2'

blood substitutes was ":nown and
extensively researched by others a
full generation before. His accomplishments were not sufficiently
weighty to draw mention in recent
reviews in medical literature (29).
The most famous Afro-American
scientist, George Washington Garver, devoted his life to finding new
uses for agricultural products. He
demonstrated the commercial value
of neglected crops and converted
farm wastes into marketable goods.
Few of his recipes survive since
synthetic chemistry had come of
age in his lifetime and superior
products could be made out of
cheaper raw materials. The humble jars of peanut butter 01) supermarket shelves are often attributed
to Carver's fertile imagination, and
though they are not towering monuments to Negro science, and cectaIDly not to world civilization, they
are more reaJ than most

egro

contributions.
egro Fictional History
The shortage of authentic Negro
cultural heroes bas created a demand for racial counterfeits. Unscru pulous or ignorant writers paint
prominent Caucasians a shade of

satisfying black or brown and foist
these individuals onto their semieducated readers as outstanding
Negro geniuses. The utterly devastating aspect of this sad practice
is the fact that Black pride has to
be built on the achievements of
camouflaged whites.
It would be natural to assume
that
egroes have no cause for
complaint about their recognition
in the musical arts. Jazz, Blues,
Rock , and other forms of composi2.

tion and styles of playing are amply credited to them, along ,vith
spirituals and folk songs. But apparently a hunger for more substantial accomplishments lingers on.
So it happens that Lud,vig "on
Beethoven, the giant among composers, is found to have African
blood in his long-deceased Germanic veins. This bit of fantasy, by
Joel Rogers, is rejected by most
l'\egro scholars (30).
Another victim of the racial kidnappers is Hannibal, considered by
many to be the finest general of the
ancient world. Born into th e aristrocracy of Carthage, Hannibal was
of Semitic origin tracing back to
Phoenician colonists. Because Tunisia is on the African coast, some
writers find this justification for
regarding all who were born there,
past or present, as Tegro. So Hannibal's genius has been transplanted into a Negro body by retroactive
historical surgery. Perhaps the first
to try this was a Reconstructionist
Negro Congressman, Richard Harvey Cain, from South Carolina, who
inserted th is information into the
Congressional Record (25, p. (6).
He took the precaution of including
other members of the family in
the Negro race, and adde:l Euclid,
the father of geometry, for good
measure since the latter was also
born in Africa though not to 'egro
parents. Cain can be excused for
his sweeping ignorance as he enjoyed only a year of college at the
start of his career, though thlS was
more than most whites had at that
time, but other propagandists of
more recent vintage and more complete knowledge have not hesitated
to make identical mistakes (31, p.
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218). Television screens may soon
portray Hannibal with a black skin
leading his elephants across the
Alps to war on Rome.
Alexander Hamilton, closest aide
to George Washington and first
U. S. Secretary of the Treasury, has
been the target of frequent aspersions about the purity of his blood.
Dr. W. E. B. DuBOis, a prolific
egro writer of scholarly propaganda, suggested that Hamilton's
illegitimate birth in the West Indies was evidence that his mother
was a Negress (32 ). It is hardly
flattering to assign every illegitimate birth to a Negro, but in this
case the trophy would warrant the
risk. However all speculation is in
vain as both Hamilton's maternity
and paternity are firmly established
(33). But persistent rumors continue even without evidence (2, p.
258).
The capture of eminent white
men for the servile task of rejuvenating Negro history is likely to
blossom into a new slave trade.
I nstead of flesh, the traffic is in
Caucasian ghosts peeled from their
crypts and squeezed into Negro
history books. This process is much
simpler in Africa where hardly any
history is known. There the natives
are shown pictures of ignorant
Europeans' sitting at the feet of
African scholars while learning the
alphabet, geometry, chemistry, and
the rudiments of medicine (34). It
is only necessary to forget that
not all Africans are egroes.
Conclusion
There is little purpose in summoning up the names of other egro "benefactors" of civilization. A
list composed of individuals who
MARCH 1&70

have done well in sports invented
by white men would not constitute
serious history. Other :\"egroes
have shown proficiency with certain musical instruments designed
by other races, and still otllers perform well in opera, ballet, drama,
and theater in roles created by
whi te men. However, such feats
belong in the entertainment section
of newspapers, or on the sports
pages or gossip columns. Black
students may revel in this sort of
documentation but it is not the substance of world civilization.

The urgency to pad out l'\egro
history might force the inclusion
of certain African kings into Black
Studies curricula. Chaka, for instance, gets increasing attention
every year. A barbaric Zulu king,
he assembled a considerable empire by ruthless total war on neighboring tribes. The white race has
an abundance of similar degenerate
tyrants that are happily forgotten

"Their greatest king wasChaka
- a monster of ferocity and
sexuality . . . a human beast,
of tremendous

force,

whose

soul seemed possessed of the
devils of war, rapine, slaughter,

and lust . . . . When Chaka's
mother died {poisoned by him,
it was said I he elaborately conducted a funeral in which seven
thousand mourners slew each

other in their frenzy. In the
'grave Chaka put ten young
women and these were buried

alive, along with the corpse
of the king's mother."

-the late Hon. Thomas E.
Watson, Populist leader
of Georgia

27

by most school books. 'ero, Torquemada, and Cesare Borgia are
largely ignored, along with their
fellow blood-hungry sadists, though
their roles in history were appreciably greater than those of Bantu
savages. Few white high school
pupils in America are acquainted
with the importance of Dante,
Copernicus, or Voltaire, yet somehow vast numbers of Italian, Polish,
and French immigrants have tole·
rated these om missions without
agonized indignation.
ow their
children are asked to study the importance of Cbaka and the insignificant merchants of Timbuktu as
shapers of world history; it is little
wonder that history has fallen into
disrepute with such perverted emphasis.
The anemic content of Black
History has been briefly reviewed.
This review is brief because the
material is scanty. Yet university
departments hope to tum out specialists in this subject. How graduates who concentrated on Black
Studies are supposed to take a
respected place alongside scholars
in other disciplines is left unanswered. It seems that the teaching
of distorted egro history Is designed to combat racism. How
fables and fallacies are supposed
to end one type of error without
creating another is also left unanswered.
It has become fashionable to suppress uncomfortable truths. Race
science has been driven to the catacombs; constitutional precedents
no longer rule the courts; religion
has been replaced by a social gospel; schools indoctrinate rather than
educate, and now it appears that
history must become propaganda.
2.

Before the subject is abolished, we
ought to recall the one lesson it
has always taught: truth cannot
be sacrificed. This means that any
compromise with error is doomed to fail. Science, Law, Religion, and Education have already
been placed on the altar of appeasement in the vain hope of
achieving social and racial harmony. The stresses in our society
have not diminished; rather they
have grown in strength. To add
History to these earlier victims
will not help. The white race needs
the inspiration of its history. To
bargain away the glories of Caucasian achievement may bargain
away the future of this old and
magnificent race.
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